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From the Chair
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This newsletter edition is dedicated to the subject 
of talking about controversial issues. As we look at 
many of the issues facing the environment, it seems 
we cannot shy away from tackling subjects consid-
ered to be debatable. Out of curiosity, I looked up 
the definition of controversy. According to merriam-
webster.com, it is defined as an “argument that 
involves many people who strongly disagree about 
something.” Be it climate change, wildlife trafficking 
or animal welfare, we are sure to face multiple view-
points where people hold strong opinions. However, 
that doesn’t mean we should avoid discussing these 
issues.  

I’m sure we all have a story to share about having a 
“lively” discussion where not everyone agreed. You 
may have ended by just agreeing to disagree. Does 
that mean the conversation was a failure? While we 
might not end up “changing someone’s mind,” con-
troversy can be an incredibly useful tool. It promotes 
critical thinking and complex reasoning. And truly 
the issues we have to discuss are significant, compli-
cated and multi-faceted. There are no easy solutions.  
By providing multiple viewpoints and being open to 
listen to others’ point of view, we provoke people to 
think and maybe even rethink their standpoint. We 
may also end up rethinking our own personal stance.  
According to Lyman Beecher, “No great advance has 
been made in science, politics, or religion without 
controversy.”

The articles in this newsletter share stories from a 
variety of staff from within our organizations, and 
are from zoos and aquariums, large and small. I hope 
through reading the articles, you are inspired in a 
new way or learn something that you can use at your 
institution.

In closing I want to mention a few things. The Con-
servation Education Committee hosted our mid-year 
meeting in Omaha in March. Thank you very much 
to the Henry Doorly Zoo for being wonderful hosts!  
We are busy preparing for the annual conference in 
sunny San Diego this September and hope to see 
you there. Additionally, my time as chair of the CEC 
is winding down. Kelly Matis, Vice President, Educa-
tion and Conservation, at Mystic Aquarium will take 
on the role as the next chair after the September 
meeting. I am very excited to see what she has in 
store for the committee. You are not finished with 
me yet though; I will continue on the committee as 
past chair for the next year. I am very blessed to have 
spent these last five years on the committee, work-
ing with amazing colleagues and educators from 
across the country. Thank you!

Danielle Ross
Committee Chair

Vice President of Conservation Education
Columbus Zoo and Aquarium, the Wilds
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Annual Report on Conservation & Science (ARCS)
The data collection process for the Annual Report 
on Conservation & Science (ARCS) is complete. This 
year we received data on Education Programs from
148 out of 240 eligible institutions, a 62% response 
rate.. We received information on Education Staffing 
from 112 out of 240 institutions, 47% response rate. 
We are working to review this data and compile 
statistics to include in the 2015 Highlights publication 
that will be released later this summer. 

Turning toward 2016, we are looking to increase our 
response rate to ensure our data is reflecting all of 
the great work our members are doing. If you have 
questions about how to enter data or who is the 
designated education contact at your institution, 
contact Amy Rutherford at ARutherford@aza.org. 

Remember, you don’t have to wait until the end of 
the year to enter data! If you have seasonal programs 
like camps or classes, consider entering updates for 
those at the end of the season to make data entry 
more manageable at the end of the year. 

Nature Play Begins at Your Zoo & Aquarium
AZA is proud to announce that another round of 
mini-grant funding for Nature Play Begins at Your 
Zoo & Aquarium is now available through generous 
support from the Disney Conservation Fund. 
Applications are available on the AZA website, which 
are due July 18. Institutions who have not received 
funding in past grant cycles are encouraged to apply 
for the 2016-2017 grant opportunity. Visit https://
www.aza.org/nature-play/ for more information and 
to download application materials.

If you’re planning to apply, check out the recording 
of the webinar hosted June 14 by AZA’s Nature Club 
Advisory Group member and Children & Nature 
Network’s Director of Family Initiatives, Janice 
Swaisgood. This informational webinar provides an 
overview of the Nature Play Begins at Your Zoo & 
Aquarium Initiative’s 2016-2017 grant opportunity 
and what characteristics make for a strong proposal. 
It includes general information, the latest changes 
to the application, and voices from the field sharing 
their tips and lessons learned from implementing 
successful programs funded through past grant 
offerings.

Professional Development Scholarships Now 
Available
Scholarships are now available for the 2016-2017 
course year to fund attendance at one of AZA’s 
19 professional development courses, including 
Conservation Education: Effective Program Design; 
Creating Successful Exhibits; Managing for Success: 
Career & Organizational Development; and Principles 
of Program Animal Management.

Visit https://www.aza.org/scholarships to learn 
more and download application materials. Complete 
applications and letters of support are due July 15.

Amy Rutherford
Director of Professional Development 

& Public Engagement
AZA

https://www.aza.org/nature-play
https://www.aza.org/nature-play
https://www.aza.org/scholarships
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In the summer of 2002 (or thereabouts), the tiger 
at our zoo died. I was a 15 year-old camp assistant, 
ill-equipped to talk sensitively about many difficult 
subjects, let alone the passing of a beloved zoo 
icon. So I avoided bringing it up, which worked out 
great until we took our campers to the now-empty 
tiger habitat and let them read the sign posted on 
the fence. Satisfied that the children would read and 
process this information on their own, I stood back. 
After a few quiet moments, one camper approached 
me. “Miss Kat?” she asked, “What does ‘succumbed’ 
mean?”

Talking about animal death is hard. Theoretically, 
we all know that animals die in the wild all the time 
but somehow, it feels like the animals in our care 
should live forever. This is aggravated by the acerbic 
opinions of a few loud detractors who are quick 
to point blame whenever an animal at a zoo or 
aquarium passes away. So that you would not have 
to, I Googled “zoo animal deaths,” and I can assure 
you that the results are cringe-worthy. 

We know that on average, however, animals in 
our institutions tend to live longer than their wild 
counterparts. But too often we can still be shy about 
discussing animal deaths with visitors. Part of this 
undoubtedly comes from our uneasiness with the 
very concept of death, human or non-human. I have 
friends who would rather go through the pains of 
finding an identical pet to “tag in” when their original 
animal dies, then avoid talking about death with their 
children. But I would argue instead that zoos and 
aquariums can be productive and safe spaces to talk 
about death. 

After Life, Talking about Death

For many of us, Disney movies provided our first 
exposures to death. Watching the death of Mufasa 
or Bambi’s mother introduced us to the concept of 
death and loss from a safe distance. We saw these 
tragedies play out with cherished characters and, in 
every movie, every time, it turned out okay. Death 
was sad, mourning was necessary, but ultimately, 
our heroes persisted and thrived despite these 
hardships. Whereas most Disney characters die by 
accident, accidental deaths are (thankfully) rare at 
our institutions. This gives us – and our visitors – the 
opportunity to discuss death as a natural process 
and highlight the innovative ways that we care for 
animals throughout their lives.

This may sound strange, but one of my favorite 
zoo memories centered on an animal death. In 
the summer of 2006, the matriarch of our zoo’s 
elephant herd died. She was an Asian elephant, 
and her death was the perfect reason to talk about 
rituals and traditions in different cultures. As an 
homage to her life, visitors were given materials to 
make thousands of paper lanterns to hang around 
the zoo. My campers and I spent hours decorating 
lanterns and talking about the tradition behind this 
beautiful display. While the loss of the elephant was 
enormously sad, the space that it gave us to talk 
about how other countries and cultures view death 
was valuable and unforgettable. 

The death of an animal in our care is one of the 
hardest things we deal with in our jobs, not only on 
a personal level, but on a professional one as well. 
While it might be tempting to sterilize the concept 
of death – “succumbed” is vague enough to not tug 
our heart strings – visitors of all ages benefit more 
from honest treatments of death that are culturally 
sensitive and appeal to universal emotions. Deciding 
how to honor the lives of our animals while giving 
visitors space to grieve and remember is a challenge, 
but one that can provide an important service to our 
communities. 

Kathayoon Khalil, Ph.D.
Principal Evaluator             

Seattle Aquarium
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Zoological parks and aquariums are vital centers 
of learning, information dissemination and public 
engagement. In pursuit of our conservation 
education missions, we often find ourselves in the 
middle of controversial topics that are rife with 
political, financial and cultural stakeholders. It is 
imperative that together we not shy away from such 
topics and become part of the solution to the social-
ecological pressures that ultimately lead to species 
extinction.

The Everglades, recognized as a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site and wetland of international 
importance, is a vast subtropical landscape 
stretching from the river systems of Orlando, FL 
all the way to the Florida Keys. It is a mosaic of 
wetland and upland ecosystems that are home to a 
diverse array of plants and animals including flagship 
species such as the Florida panther, American 
crocodile, West Indian manatee and wood stork. The 
seasonal pulsing of water that fuels these invaluable 
ecosystems also filters belowground and becomes 
the source of freshwater for seven million South 
Florida residents.

Once continuously connected, the Everglades 
waterscape has become drained, compartmentalized 
and heavily managed by humans over the past 100 
years (Light & Dineen, 1994). Today less than half of 
the original aerial extent of the Everglades remains. 
The Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan 
(CERP) passed by the U.S. Congress in 2000 is the 
world’s largest and most expensive environmental 
restoration project in history (Everglades 
Restoration, n.d.). The central goal of CERP is to 
sustainably restore Everglades ecosystems, ensure 
South Florida’s water supply and provide flood 
protection. However, restoration efforts must be 
balanced against South Florida’s rapid economic 
growth. Approximately one million acres of former 
wetland habitat has been developed for agriculture, 
suburbs and towns (Sklar et al., 2005). Finite 
freshwater resources are also required for residential, 
commercial and agricultural purposes.

One of the priorities of Zoo Miami is to play an 
increasingly pivotal role in conservation at local and 
regional scales. An affirmation of this effort will be 
the opening of Florida: Mission Everglades, the zoo’s 
newest wing of exhibits focused on the international 
treasure located in our backyard. Mission Everglades 
will feature interactive experiences at every turn, 
allowing guests to crawl through the crocodile 
exhibit, slide through a tube at the otter exhibit, and 

Wading Through Everglades Education with Zoo Miami



National Park that lays the foundation for mutually 
beneficial educational and training efforts. Ongoing 
collaborative work with the Everglades Foundation 
is leading to a better connection of education 
between formal classroom settings and informal 
settings such as zoos. In addition, connections to 
field-based science, such as the National Science 
Foundation-funded Florida Coastal Everglades Long-
Term Ecological Research program, allow Zoo Miami 
to support its educational efforts with real data and 
cutting-edge science.

Our approach to Everglades education has thus far 
been successful for three main reasons: storytelling 
around a central, focal message; relying on fact-
based messaging supported by data; and, embracing 
collaborative partnerships. This may be a useful 
model for other informal centers of learning, such 
as zoos and aquariums, to utilize when approaching 
other controversial topics.

References
Everglade Restoration. (n.d.). Restoring 

America’s Everglades. Retrieved from the 
Everglades Restoration website: http://www.
evergladesrestoration.gov/

Light, S.S. & Dineen, J.W. (1994). Water control in the 
Everglades: A historical perspective. Everglades: 
The ecosystem and Its Restoration, p.47-84.

Sklar, F.H., Chimney, M.J., Newman, S., McCormick, P., 
Gawlik, D., Miao, S., McVoy, C., Said, W., Newman, 
J., Coronado, C., Crozier, G. (2005). The ecological-
societal underpinnings of Everglades restoration. 
Frontiers in Ecology and the Environment, 3 (3), 
161-169.

Gregory R. Koch, Ph.D.
Director of Education and Volunteer Services

Zoo Miami Foundation

even venture into the heart of our Florida panther 
and black bear exhibits. The interpretive story is 
centered on the importance and role of water in 
Everglades ecosystems as well as the critical need 
for restoration.

Furthermore, Zoo Miami’s educational efforts will 
continue to facilitate learning about Everglades 
wildlife and ecology, again using a central theme 
on the importance of water in South Florida. Our 
approach has been to provide fact-based content 
in fun, engaging and accessible ways to a myriad 
of audiences. Whether our skilled educators are 
speaking to a classroom of elementary children or 
our volunteer corps informally chats with guests on 
the zoo’s walkways, we stay consistently focused on 
water to tell the story of Everglades conservation.

Partnerships with external public and private 
organizations play a large role in Zoo Miami’s success 
as a public educator within the tangled web of 
Everglades restoration. We recently signed a formal 
memorandum of understanding with Everglades 

Historic Flow Current Flow The Plan Flow
(CERP)
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Just as wildlife management practices and 
philosophies have been evolving over time, so has 
the public’s perception of and relationship with zoos 
and aquariums. Guest Q&A used to be dominated 
by “What is it?”, “What’s its name?”, and “How 
old is it?” While those questions are ever present, 
the scope of topics guests bring up has widened 
greatly. In a heartbeat, guiding new staff down the 
path to message effectively went from “Know your 
Information, Know your Audience, Know your Plan” 
to something much more. 

Our guests’ questions on controversial topics run 
the gamut from things such as animal welfare, 
euthanasia, climate change, wildlife trade, PLUS 
anything that’s currently trending in social media. 
And in their discussions with wildlife professionals, 
they’re posing questions on these controversial 
topics to exactly the right people making our 
job, in equal parts, both more difficult and more 
meaningful. Our success has everything to do with 
how we interact with our guests as we help shape 
the public’s perception of zoos and aquariums. 

Messaging Controversial Topics

Today’s most fluent and adept ambassadors occupy 
all kinds of roles in our zoos and aquariums. They are 
passionate, ultra-aware, highly skilled individuals, but 
what defines them most is how they interact with 
their guests. Effective ambassadors:

• Recognize that their guests are intelligent, care 
about the animals, and they are and will continue 
to be an active part of wildlife conservation.

• Steer conversations while being active listeners; 
they take the time to process what the guest says 
instead of just waiting for their chance to fire back 
a sound-byte to end the conversation. 

• Demystify taboo topics by treating the topic and 
the visitor as separate elements.

• Speak to what they know in a way that 
communicates care, confidence and knowledge, as 
well as an understanding of guest perception. 

• Know where the limit of their knowledge and roles 
lie, and who or where to direct guests for more 
answers. 

To illustrate HOW effective ambassadors do all of 
these things, I remembered an interaction that I 
had a couple of weeks ago. I had just finished a 
session with our bald eagle Kamali when I heard a 
man say to his friend, “I feel so bad for her.” He was 
shaking his head and sadly looking at the animal. I 
approached and asked him gently, “Why?” “It’s just…
sad,” he stammered. (The fact that I heard him and 
responded had startled him a bit.) Again, I asked, 
“Why?” He responded that her enclosure was small. 
“Why else?” I asked, and continued to ask, until he 
was finished. 



You could blame his lack of knowledge on 
timing; he’d just missed a great training session, 
presentation, and discussion with guests. You could 
blame his lack of perspective on an incompatible 
learning style, as the placard right in front of him 
that told this bald eagle’s story had not helped him. 
Also, the excited guest conversations all around him 
went unnoticed. But I believe that the main reason 
that none of the desired content was reaching him 
was because he was blinded by empathy.

It’s so easy to get defensive when faced with an 
interaction that seems to question our integrity. 
But, at the root of it all, most of the time, the guest 
is asking a question or sharing an observation like 
this because they care about animals and have an 
emotional response to something they’re seeing. 
THAT is a very special thing that’s easy for us to 
forget.

It would have been very easy for me to give him one 
of my canned responses; one that brushed away 
his concerns and guaranteed the amazing care our 
animals receives. But that type of response wouldn’t 
indicate that I respect his opinion or intelligence. So, 
when he was done sharing all of his concerns, I asked 
him if he’d like to know why the animal was here and 
living in this particular habitat. Fortunately for me, he  
did

It was a good conversation and the end result 
was a guest who had his concerns addressed and 
questions answered. He continued his day knowing 
that the people who care for wild animals at our 
park are patient caring critical thinkers. I hope that 
he walked out of our park that night feeling that our 
zoo does good work. Maybe he’ll start to see that 
the work done by zoos and aquariums is important 
to the wildlife he cares so deeply for.

These guidelines for effective ambassadors may 
seem simple, but, in reality, communication that 
is clear, thoughtful, knowledgeable, respectful, 
passionate, AND serves the needs of both the guest 
and the institutional philosophy, is an art. It requires 
practice, leadership support and commitment. But 
the very real connections we make with guests 
of all kinds on behalf of the creatures we care for 
are worth it. Guests may not remember exactly 
what you said, but they will remember if they felt 
respected and valued when you were saying it. 

Amber Wisler
Education Specialist

Busch Gardens, Tampa Bay
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Naturalists in zoos and aquariums are on the front 
lines of environmental and conservation education, 
which can be consistently both fascinating and 
challenging. Over the past several years, Aquarium of 
the Bay’s Education and Conservation Department 
has been steadily incorporating framing around 
key conservation issues into all of our public 
presentational programs, and encouraging all of 
our audiences to get involved and take positive 
actions. Conservation has always been something 
we touched on but until more recently, it wasn’t 
our primary focus, and conservation awareness was 
not what we specifically aimed to measure. Our 
shift towards conservation education has meant 
incorporating issue-specific framing techniques 
and tools into the presentations themselves, such 
as specific values inspired by the National Network 
for Oceanic and Climate Change Interpretation 
(NNOCCI), study circle Universal Values, and 
concrete actions for community level solutions. 

Despite the many great tools, resources and like-
minded colleagues, communicating conservation 
is never easy because many issues are costly, 
deceptively intangible and vast. For example, 
in 2014 we opened a wonderful free naturalist 
center overlooking the docks of PIER 39 where 
wild California sea lions haul out (sometimes, they 
average between 700-800 sea lions piled around 
each other, barking and snorting on floating docks 
which have been given over to these awesome 
pinnipeds). At the Sea Lion Center, our naturalists 
interpret sea lion natural history and their tenure in 
an urban setting, the amazing adaptations of marine 
mammals in general, and the ecosystem and habitats 
of San Francisco Bay and the nearby Pacific Ocean. 
Naturalists consistently discuss a few main critical 
issues there, notably marine debris and plastic 
pollution, sustainable seafood and climate change. 
The solutions we talk about are always positive, as 
we aim to give people a sense of empowerment. 

Communicating Challenging Conservation Issues – Without Losing Hope

Charismatic megafauna do help us interpret complex 
conservation issues, but healthy wild animals are key. 
So far, 2016 has not been a particularly healthy year:

• February 1: Female sea lion hauled out and gave 
birth to a premature pup, which died at birth. 

• February 23: Tiny and distressed sea lion pup 
without a mother approached docks but was too 
weak to haul out. 

• February 28: Small sea lion pup found, rescued by 
partners at The Marine Mammal Center, but died 
soon after.

• March 2: Very skinny female sea lion. (“Emaciated” 
was the new vocabulary word of the day.) 

• March 16: Abandoned still-born sea lion observed 
on docks. 

And so on

Certainly, visitors noticed all of these instances. They 
worried about the animals and complained to our 
staff before realizing these are wild animals, and 
wondered with empathy what could be done to save 
those individuals. Our naturalists have to explain the 
hard facts of nature, made especially so in the face 
of immense threats, such as climate change. There 
have been years where the numbers of stranded or 
premature sea lion pups were higher, but this year 
(with the hottest ocean temperatures on record) 
has certainly been abnormal and has prompted 
many of our conversations to focus entirely on 
climate change. Our naturalists do take these as 
opportunities to practice framing, but it comes with 
balancing their own emotions after seeing another 
unhealthy sea lion with interpreting for passersbys 
who are upset.

Our naturalists are well-trained; they are adept at 
creating clean causal chains - starting with a value, 
bridging and pivoting to subjects less “swampy,” 
keeping a positive, non-crisis tone and using other 
NNOCCI standards. Even when we follow all of 
these rules of climate change communication, we 
still encounter apathetic or listless responses to 
the effect of climate change on sea lion mortality 
generally because the answer won’t help the 
immediate situation. To us, it’s logical - warming 
waters are shifting food sources for sea lions (and 
all other animals that rely on them), and we humans 
are causing this warming, thus it is up to all of us 
to reduce emissions to lower ocean temperatures. 
Why then is logic so hard to communicate, even 
with obvious and mounting evidence literally on the 
docks of the bay? Some psychologists suggest the 
human brain itself stops us from understanding the 
risks. If there is a threat in the future that is costly 
and uncertain, we are simply more likely to dismiss 



the argument altogether (Vedantam et al., 2016). 
Then again, a simple Google search can show other 
studies indicating that we follow our emotions just 
as much as our logic (Bechara, Damasio & Damasio, 
2000). And in this, I believe there is hope. 

It may seem counterintuitive, but I think if we do 
a better job of acknowledging emotion alongside 
scientific facts and logic, we may find more people 
willing and able to listen, and then take action. 
John Muir said, “Most people are on the world, not 
in it.” By seeing these animals first hand and by 
sharing our stories (as most of us do in our zoos and 
aquariums), we can get people to feel in the world 
again, and an integral part of it. By engaging both 
the heart and the brain, we may reach and ultimately 
inspire more people. Recently, our naturalists have 
been trying to facilitate and listen to guests feelings 
about what they’re seeing. While we are not yet 
quantifying interactions, anecdotally it seems that 
fewer visitors are tuning us out when we say the 
phrase “climate change,” and reactions appear more 
open to connecting climate change to visitors’ lives 
and experiences. 

There has been a growing number of studies about 
clinical depression among climate scientists (Clayton, 
Manning, & Hodge, 2014), but it’s a daunting 
subject for anyone studying, communicating, and/
or advocating understanding and action. The thing 
is, as most of us know, it’s not going to get easier, 
but by continuing to fine-tune communications, 
strengthen our community of climate warriors, 
and recognize our visitors’ and staffs’ emotions 
as part of the decisions we make, we’ll make the 
strides towards acceptance and action that climate 
scientists depend on us to make. 
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“Can you explain climate change in 60 seconds or 
less?” It’s a question asked in the National Network 
for Ocean and Climate Change Interpretation’s (NN-
OCCI) one day training workshop and one that staff 
of the Columbus Zoo and Aquarium recently posed 
to a team of 45 seasonal Interpreters. This one day 
training was a first big step in addressing climate 
and ocean change communication within our zoo 
community and in providing our Interpreters with 
the tools needed to tackle this controversial topic. 
We asked this question at the beginning and at the 
end of the workshop, each yielding different results. 

Climate and ocean change communication can be 
daunting. Indeed, at the start of the one-day training, 
when Interpreters were asked to identify their 
concerns related to this topic, the most common 
responses included: making guests upset/angry/
argumentative and not being able to clearly explain 
climate change. As staff of the Guest Experience 
Team, our Interpreters understand their job is 
dedicated to providing zoo guests with meaningful, 
informative and memorable zoo experiences. To ask 
them to intentionally address a potentially polarizing 
(albeit important) topic is to ask them to step out 
of their comfort zone and change the way they 
share information. Our staff however indicated they 
were ready for this type of professional growth. 
Along with their concerns, we asked the Interpreters 
to identify their hopes related to climate change 
interpretation. Most hopes included learning ways 
to concisely explain climate change and effectively 
engage our guests in solutions-oriented actions. 

This type of thinking generated an atmosphere ideal 
for learning, and supported the goals we hoped to 
accomplish as part of the one-day training workshop. 

According to NNOCCI, the goals of the one-day 
introductory workshop include:
• Introducing participants to the elements of 

strategic framing
• Explaining how strategic framing elements can 

be used to tell a story about climate change that 
engages audiences in positive ways and cues them 
to think productively about solutions

• Teaching participants to use framing tools
• Reviewing core elements of climate and ocean 

science 
• Providing opportunities to practice applying ideas.

As workshop facilitators at the Columbus Zoo and 
Aquarium, we also had expectations about how 
this training would support our Interpreters as they 
began to put into practice climate and ocean change 
communication. Relying on feedback from other 
institutions, we understood that using strategic 
framing to tell the story of climate change is a 
process that would not happen overnight. With this 
in mind, we made several decisions about when, 
where and how to begin using strategic framing 
elements in a way that would encourage and 
empower our Interpreters over time.

Talking about Climate Change in 60 Seconds or Less
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Location: 
The Manatee Coast habitat was selected as the first 
area on grounds where Interpreters would have the 
opportunity to tell the story of climate and ocean 
change. This location was determined to be ideal 
because of the strong support from the curatorial 
staff, the discernable implications for how changing 
climate could impact manatees and their habitat, 
and because of the format in which messages could 
be delivered.

NNOCCI’s goal is to establish a national network 
of professionals who are skilled in communicating 
climate science to the American public in ways that 
are engaging and stimulate dialog that is interesting, 
welcoming and solutions-oriented. At the end of the 
training workshop, when our Interpreters responded 
to the question, “Can you explain climate change 
in 60 seconds or less?” we understood that our 
network of skilled climate science communicators 
had grown. Thanks to the extensive training and 
resources created and provided by NNOCCI, our 
Interpreters are equipped with the right tools to 
address this challenging topic in a way that is 
engaging, positive and solutions-focused. 

Resources and information from the National Net-
work for Ocean and Climate Change Interpretation 
website: http://www.nnocci.org/ 

Columbus Zoo and Aquarium NNOCCI study circle 
alumni and one-day workshop facilitators mentioned 
in this article include: Rachel Griffiths, Laura Orsini, 
Kellie Walker and Amy Tressler.

Amy Tressler
Instructor, Conservation Education Department

Columbus Zoo and Aquarium

Format & Frequency: 
Manatee Coast provides a unique opportunity 
to reach a large audience using a built-in sound 
system. During our one-day introductory workshop, 
Interpreters had the opportunity to practice applying 
the elements of strategic framing as they built a 
story about climate change and manatees that 
would engage audiences and encourage them to 
think productively about community-level solutions. 
This practice ultimately prepared them to deliver the 
story they are sharing with guests in the Manatee 
Coast public aisle. Equipped with a microphone and 
their strategically framed message, our Interpreters 
are currently telling the story of climate change and 
manatees every 30 minutes of everyday. Additionally, 
during other times of the day, and using a variety of 
educational formats like buttons, public aisle displays 
and interactive games, Interpreters also have the 
opportunity to engage smaller groups of guests in 
meaningful, solutions-oriented conversations. 
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Evolution and Biodiversity: The Bridge Between Zoos and Classrooms

One focus of conservation education is bridging 
the gap between learning in zoos and classrooms. 
Evolution might well be a topic that provides a 
learning connection. Evolution is believed to be 
the basis for biodiversity of species and is vital 
in understanding the importance of conservation 
efforts. However, for zoo and classroom educators, 
evolution can be a personal, cultural and social 
issue which is difficult to discuss with visitors and 
students. Evolution should be understood as a 
theory and zoo educators should understand how 
the theory is used to explain biodiversity. In addition 
to personal beliefs, educators may find evolution 
a problematic topic because visual examples of 
evolution may be difficult to identify and the term 
evokes an emotional response from visitors based on 
religious beliefs. 

Throughout a zoo, students are exposed to 
information about organisms and their conservation 
status; within this communication there is an 
underlying presence of evolution. Zoos are the 
perfect place to “see” the results of evolution. This 
is a vital topic for zoos seeking to go beyond the 
fundamental level of conservation information. 
Engaging students in dialogue focused on evolution 
can lead to discourse about conservation issues. 
Despite the importance of developing such 
engagement with students, zoos may not go beyond 
providing superficial information.

Zoos are filled with excellent examples of 
biodiversity and signage that describe the 
characteristics of organisms. Zoo signage may 
be used by educators as a narrative that presents 
real-world events in a way that people will 
understand. These narratives can connect classroom 
learning about evolution with the concept that 
evolution is linked to biodiversity. Zoo educators 
should encourage students to think about topics 
related to evolution, such as, biodiversity or the 
interdependence of organisms (the changes that 
occur on a genetic level as a response to another 
organism). Educators should be very clear in their 
message to students and explain how biodiversity 
occurred. Organisms did not directly evolve in one 
direction; this design is too linear. Evolution should 
not be described as evolving single file toward a 
destiny (Scott, 2007), but should be shown as a web 
of genetic and physical characteristics that relate 
to biodiversity. Students should understand the Figure 1. Polar bear and brown bear sign that could 

be used to explain evolution and biodiversity.

concept that organisms are related. Organisms came 
from the same ancestor and a divergent process of 
change among the populations from that ancestor 
resulted in biodiversity. 

In order to aid classroom educators in relating 
the topics of biodiversity, evolution and 
interdependence, zoo educators should identify 
some examples of organisms and signage 
interpretation that directly address these topics. 
Moreover, the objective is to use signs in multiple 
locations that address the characteristics of related 
organisms, unless one sign lends itself to comparison 
(e.g. Example 1). Below are three examples of 
signage interpretation.

Example 1: 
Figure 1 provides information about the brown bear 
and polar bear, but does not mention their genetic 
relationship. This is a perfect example of signage 
that could be used to explain how the process of 
evolution increased, and now threatens, biodiversity. 
Scientists believe polar bears evolved from a group 
of brown bears that shifted their range northward 
and colonized higher latitudes during a warm 
interglacial period. This group of bears was then 
left behind when the colder climate returned and 
then forced them to adapt to new conditions (Hoag, 
2014). These bear species have similar DNA and can 
produce fertile offspring (pizzly). Now with polar ice 
caps melting and more road construction, the bears 
are breeding, which threatens to reduce polar bear 
numbers. 



Example 2: 
Okapi are not related to the zebra! Most often an 
okapi is confused with the zebra and the following 
conversation ensues: Child: “Oh! It looks like a 
zebra!” Adult 1: “Yes. It must be like a zebra.” Adult 
2: “It’s the zebra’s cousin.” Of course this is not 
true. The closest relative to the okapi is the giraffe. 
In Figure 2, the okapi sign describes quite well the 
visual characteristics which the okapi shares with the 
giraffe. However, the giraffe sign does not mention 
the giraffe’s closest relative, the okapi. The signs 
should be reciprocal. Even though the giraffe sign 
does not include the okapi, these signs may still be 
used to point out the comparative anatomy of the 
two organisms. During a zoo visit, educators could 
use the signs to call attention to the visual example 
of how evolution results in biodiversity. Moreover, the 
animals have been shown to be related genetically 
and most likely diverged because of changes in their 
habitat, such as fragmentation (Stanton et al., 2014). 
This fact would allow for a conversation about their 
current plight as endangered on the IUCN Red List of 
Threatened Species.
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Figure 2. The okapi signage describes the relation-
ship between the okapi and giraffe; however, the 
giraffe signage makes no mention of the relationship.

Figure 3. A sign that mentions the zebra’s stripes.

Example 3: 
Figure 3 is an additional example of visually linking 
evolutionary-related organisms. Even though the 
sign describes the zebra stripes as camouflage from 
predators, research has nearly definitively found that 
the stripes are a way to avoid being bitten by flies 
(Caro et al., 2014). The zebra lives in an area with 
biting flies, but the flies cannot see stripes. The zebra 
stripes have evolved in response to an organism with 
which it lives. These organisms are not genetically 
related, but their evolution is directly connected.
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From northern white rhino’s to the Mauritius kestrel, 
the urgency and focus on new avenues to save 
species has become paramount. Both scientific and 
creative conservation methods are contributing to 
successful and potentially promising stories, but at 
what price? In this article we cover a few examples of 
scientists and biologists using controversial methods 
to stave off the unrelenting potential extinction of 
key species as well as concepts on how to share with 
your respective groups. 

Conservation education opportunities abound 
when you can present new (and old) concepts 
illustrating methods that offer both creative and 
“out of the norm” thinking in solving conservation-
based challenges. As demonstrated by the efforts of 
Professor Carl Jones with the Mauritius kestrel, what 
was an extreme method at the time (“ecological 
replacement”), a species was saved, which led to 
saving others with this captive breeding program 
(described below). 

Example 1:
The example below by Sophie Jamieson offers the 
opportunity to speak with your respective groups 
about the spectrum of conservation methodology. 
Explaining that sometimes thinking of ideas that are 
potentially different or controversial can also push 
the boundaries of how to save a species. This can 
be beneficial in educating your audience. Engaging 
in a dialog on how to use science as the core, along 
with creativity, can lead to that spark in thought 
from your group. Future conservationists may have 
science as their compass, but creativity may allow 
them to make a new path. The Telegraph, an article 
by Sophie Jamieson, is summarized below. (The full 
article can be found at: http://www.telegraph.co.uk/
news/2016/05/04/biologist-who-snatched-eggs-
from-nests-of-worlds-rarest-bird-win/) 

A Welsh biologist once criticised for stealing eggs 
from the nests of the rarest bird in the world has 
been awarded the Nobel Prize in conservation 
after his controversial methods saved nine species 
from extinction. Professor Carl Jones won the 2016 
Indianapolis Prize - the highest accolade in the field 
of animal conservation - for his 40 years of work in 
Mauritius, where he saved an endangered kestrel 
from becoming the next Dodo.

When the 61-year-old first travelled to the east 
African island in the 1970s, he was told to close 
down a project to save the Mauritius kestrel. At the 

Saving Species Can Cause Controversy

time, there were just four left in the wild, making 
it the rarest bird on Earth. However he stayed, 
implementing the controversial techniques of captive 
breeding and a strategy known as ‘double-clutching,’ 
which involved snatching eggs from the birds’ nests 
and hatching them under incubators, prompting the 
mothers to lay another set of eggs in the wild. A 
decade later, the number of Mauritius kestrels had 
soared to over 300 and today there are around 400 
in the wild.

The biologist has also been integral in efforts to bring 
other rare species back from the brink of extinction, 
including the pink pigeon, echo parakeet and 
Rodrigues warbler. He is credited with championing 
the idea of “ecological replacement,” a conservation 
tactic in which other species fill in important 
ecological roles once held by extinct species. 

“I went out there for one or possibly two years and I 
was told to pull out of the project and hand it over to 
the locals,” he said. “At the time they didn’t have the 
money or expertise to do it so that would essentially 
have meant closing it down.” In the 1970s there was 
fierce opposition to the captive breeding techniques, 
with critics arguing that they were too risky and took 
the emphasis off breeding in the wild.

But the biologist, now chief scientist of the Durrell 
Wildlife Conservation Trust and scientific director of 
the Mauritian Wildlife Foundation, said the method of 
taking eggs from the nests had worked “exceedingly 
well.” “I’m particularly proud of this award because 
it validates the conservation of animals - like 
Telfair’s skinks and pink pigeons - that are not 
megavertebrates, but provide critically important 
ecosystem services nonetheless.”
Dr. Lee Durrell, director for Durrell Wildlife 
Conservation Trust, said, “Carl is living proof that by 
having the courage, talent and vision to take small 
steps, we can win victories for species large and 
small.”

Example 2:
Another example illustrates the modern science of 
in vitro fertilization (IVF) in different sub-species of 
rhinos: As noted in the Biosphereonline.com article 
below, this controversial plan to use non-traditional 
breeding techniques used within conservation 
sciences for the critically endangered northern white 
rhino has been met with varying opinions. With only 
three of these rhinos left on the planet, the race 
to save them has been accelerated to include all 
potential ideas. 



This concept was formulated from the teams at San 
Diego Zoo Global and the Leibniz Institute for Zoo 
and Wildlife Research, as well as specialist in stem-
cell and reproductive biology. If this technique is 
able to be fully realized, it would mark a significant 
scientific effort. It has been met with controversy by 
some organizations as it does not focus on saving 
the current species in the wild and leans on modern 
technology, creating a potentially moral question. 

A controversial conservation saving technique 
like this can offer educators a thought-provoking 
question to pose to their groups; “What lengths 
or extremes do we attempt for saving a species?” 
Science offers opportunities to change and impact 
the future in many ways, and offering thought-
provoking questions like this can challenge your 
audience to consider how far they would go to save 
a species, like the northern white rhino. The article 
below by Jack Barton is a summarized version found 
at Biosphereonline. 

Ten years ago, the last wild northern white rhinos 
(Ceratotherium simum cottoni) were killed in the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo. Following the 
death of Nola, a 41-year-old captive female in 2015, 
just three of these Critically Endangered beasts 
remain in the Ol Pejeta Conservancy in Kenya. In a 
last-ditch effort to save this white rhino sub-species, 
which currently appears doomed for extinction, 
an international group of scientists met to discuss 
an enterprising plan to rejuvenate the breeding 
population. The proposed ideas and strategies have 
been published in the international journal Zoo 
Biology.

The reason this plan is so audacious is that it 
will not be using standard breeding techniques. 
Natural reproduction is not an option due to rhino 
health issues. Many would therefore consider the 
subspecies functionally extinct. But teams from San 
Diego Zoo Global and the Leibniz Institute for Zoo 
and Wildlife Research, as well as specialists in stem-
cell and reproductive biology, propose that in vitro 
fertilization (IVF) techniques should be implemented. 
Using previously frozen sperm cells from Sudan and 
four other males, and eggs from Najin and Fatu, 
the hope is to create and implant an embryo into a 
surrogate rhinoceros, which will then give birth to a 
northern white rhino. 

There are many hurdles to overcome. “The attempt 
to save the northern white rhinoceros requires new 
technologies, new approaches and solutions to 
prevent the imminent extinction,” says Dr. Joseph 
Saragusty, andrologist at the Leibniz Institute for Zoo 
and Wildlife Research in Berlin.

This ambitious plan hasn’t been received well by all 
scientists. “This says we can let species go to the 
very brink of extinction and modern technology can 
bring them back,” says Stuart Pimm, a conservation 
biologist at Duke University in Durham. “There is a 
very substantial moral hazard in that.”

The researchers have considered the moral issues 
and costs of saving the northern white rhino, but 
remain adamant that these drawbacks can be 
outweighed by future benefits. They hope that if 
successful this effort could pave the way for the 
conservation of other mammals on the brink of 
extinction. 

Wildlife conservation touches all of our institutions 
in different ways – from saving rhinos, snow leopards 
and red pandas, to research and education on white 
sharks, penguins and turtles - we are all looking 
for those opportunities to find success stories to 
illustrate to our guests (and to ourselves) that there 
is hope for the future.  These two examples illustrate 
the lengths that dedicated individuals in the zoo and 
aquarium world will go to save species. They should 
continue to inspire all of us to keep the faith that 
science and  creativity – with some controversy - can 
blend together to help prevent species extinction.
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Name: Jim Wharton 

Institution: Seattle Aquarium

Title:  Director of Conservation and Education

What are the main responsibilities of your job?
As the Director of Conservation and Education, 
it’s my responsibility to work with my team and 
our stakeholders to set the vision and direction for 
our efforts…which must all build upon each other 
in service of the Aquarium’s mission of inspiring 
conservation of our marine environment. To 
accomplish this, we need to change (or reinforce, 
in some cases) what people know about the ocean, 
how they feel about the ocean and what they’re 
willing to do in the name of ocean conservation…and 
we have to do all of this in the context of our local, 
regional, national and international communities. 
This takes the shape of creating unforgettable 
experiences and conversations with people—at the 
Aquarium and beyond—that help them see the ocean 
as essential to their survival, as a source of hope, 
wonder and belonging. 

Why do you work at a zoo/aquarium?
When I was seven years old I read a book called 
Shark Lady, about shark researcher Eugenie Clark. 
That book created what can only be called an 
obsession. By the age of 10, I was convinced I was 
a world authority on sharks. Interest in sharks and 
research became concern for their conservation 
(which, believe it or not, only became a thing in 
the last 20 years), which led to grad school and 
internships and a fateful volunteer stint at the 
Oregon Coast Aquarium where I realized that 
education was also a viable conservation strategy. I 
never looked back. And while my focus has grown to 
be much broader, sharks remain my core motivation. 
Sharks need a healthy ocean and a healthy ocean 
needs sharks.

Friendly Faces of CEC

How long have you been on the CEC and what do 
you champion/work on?
I have been an official member of CEC since 
2015. I participate in the Visitor Studies Initiative 
and champion the Accreditation Initiative with 
Chris Schmitz, Liesl Pimentel, Debbi Stone, and 
Leanne White. Our job is to make the process of 
accreditation as clear and productive as possible…
not necessarily easy, because it shouldn’t be. What 
we’d like to do is make sure that it’s not the process 
that’s the challenge, and to let people know that 
while every institution has to stand on its own two 
feet, none of us have to go it alone. 

What are your particular interests/skills/expertise?
The parts of my job that really make me ‘nerd out’ 
are systems-thinking, strategic planning, responsible 
data-driven decision-making (ask me what that 
means sometime) and evaluation. I also still love 
teaching and speaking, though now from more of a 
meta-analytical perspective (i.e., what makes a good 
teacher/speaker, what is the role of narrative, etc.). 
I also appreciate the new power of social media for 
building awareness of ocean conservation issues. You 
can follow me on Twitter @jimwharton where I spend 
a lot of time drumming up attention for all those 
#DiverseSharks popular nature/science media, all too 
readily ignored. 

If you didn’t work for a Zoo or Aquarium, what 
would your career be?
I would probably be a writer of some stripe…a 
conservation/science journalist or author. 

Your favorite animal?
Well sharks, obviously, and particularly weird and 
overlooked species, but I also appreciate narwhals, 
platypuses and red pandas…and Pacific spiny 
lumpsuckers.
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Name: Shellie J. Kalmore

Institution: Busch Gardens Tampa Bay

Title: Director, Education & Conservation

What are the main responsibilities of your job?
I’m sure that when asked this question, many people 
respond with…“Hmmm, what don’t I do?” So for me, 
my first blush response is that I look after education 
at my park and all that might entail.

If you were to read my job description, it says…
• Oversee education and conservation programs 

including park guest experiences and animal 
ambassadors

• Administer and monitor budgets
• Strategic planning and staff development
• Develop interpretive zoo signage
• Assist in marketing and communications efforts.

And yes I do all those things mentioned above, but if 
you read between the lines you might also see… 
• Encourage and support staff through challenges 
• Rejoice in their successes 
• Laugh and cry with them
• And do my very best to provide them with what 

they need to be successful. 

Friendly Faces of CEC

Why do you work at a zoo/aquarium?
It is important to me that I make valuable 
contributions to my organization and learning 
community, and nothing underscores that more 
than teaching people about how to develop a love 
and respect for animals and the natural world. I 
truly believe that no one is too young or too old 
to connect with this message or feel empowered 
to take action. I have found that quite often, it is 
a single “WOW” moment created at the zoo or 
aquarium that is the instrumental launching point, 
and I am fortunate to be able to be a part of those 
moments.

How long have you been on the CEC and what do 
you champion/work on?
I am currently in year five of my 2nd go-round with 
CEC (don’t ask when the first was) and I need to say 
how incredible it has been watching this committee 
develop. Currently, I am fortunate to help guide 
and facilitate a sub-committee to champion the 
task of providing information to schools and other 
audiences about the great conservation and mission-
based work of accredited Zoos and Aquariums. 
One primary goal is to counter the negative and 
inaccurate arguments in a proactive way by sharing 
our stories and emphasizing that which people really 
don’t know about us (the less tangible values). 

If you didn’t work for a Zoo or Aquarium, what 
would your career be?
While I can’t imagine not working in zoo education, 
iif that were the case, you might find me writing 
children’s storybooks or in the kitchen trying out a 
new recipe. The fact that I can be shy about cooking 
for others however could put a damper on the latter 
as a career. 

Your favorite animal? 
My heart will always belong to foxyboy!



Name:  Karen Povey

Institution: Point Defiance Zoo & Aquarium

Title: Education Curator

What are your particular interests/skills/expertise?
I’ve worked managing ambassador animals for most 
of my career and am very interested in enhancing 
best practices for both their messaging and welfare. 
I’m also very interested in furthering my leadership 
skills to motivate and support my team and to help 
them grow professionally. I also manage the non-
profit Clouded Leopard Project and am fortunate to 
collaborate with scientists and educators in the field 
to help conserve this amazing cat. 

If you didn’t work for a Zoo or Aquarium, what 
would your career be?
I’d probably do something related to telling stories 
of wildlife and conservation through writing, 
photography or film. And I would do a lot of it in 
Africa or in the mountains, my favorite places!

Your favorite animal?
Clouded leopards, giant anteaters, pikas, grey 
whales, hornbills, and swallows. You didn’t seriously 
expect me to just pick one? 

Friendly Faces of CEC

What are the main responsibilities of your job?
I lead our education team whose goals are 
to connect people with animals, inspire and 
facilitate conservation action, and cultivate future 
conservation leaders, both on site and within our 
community. And with several significant capital 
projects underway, including a new aquarium and 
an environmental learning center shared with a 
high school, it’s an exciting – and challenging – 
time to be in this position! I’m fortunate to work 
with an amazing and talented team that embraces 
innovation toward making a difference for our 
world’s wildlife. 

Why do you work at a zoo/aquarium?
Because every day I get to contribute to connecting 
people with nature and work to promote wildlife 
conservation. That’s pretty hard to beat! 

How long have you been on the CEC and what do 
you champion/work on?
I’ve been on the CEC since 2011. I co-champion the 
Education Advisor program and am also the Chair 
of the Ambassador Animal Scientific Advisory 
Group (AASAG) which began in 2013. It’s been very 
rewarding working with such a productive AASAG 
team to develop and implement initiatives to help us 
do an even better job working with these important 
animals.

Charles Barilleaux
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As we enter the summer months, the Conservation 
Education Committee has been hard at work on 
its initiatives. Twenty five Conservation Grants 
Fund (CGF) proposals have been reviewed by our 
intrepid team of education volunteers this year, and 
conversations regarding which proposals receive 
final funding took place at the AZA offices in June. 
CGF awards will be announced at the AZA annual 
meeting in San Diego, so keep your eyes open to find 
out which amazing projects received funding. And 
if you’re interested in serving as a reviewer, contact 
Christine Korhnak at cjk@clevelandmetroparks.com.

In an effort to help zoo and aquarium educators 
support classroom-based learning, the CEC 
committee is working on a few resources. One is 
a checklist to help zoo and aquarium educators 
determine whether existing or future programs will 
be considered STEM- or STEAM-focused. This tool, 
a series of questions educators can ask themselves 
about a given program, will help program designers 
and implementers better understand the qualities of 
STEM and STEAM programs. The other resource is a 
booklet published via Newspapers in Education that 
will serve as a tool in communicating the value of 
zoos and aquariums to students (and teachers!).

Farther afield, the Community Based Conservation 
Education (CBCE) Initiative within CEC has 
created a White Paper on the importance of 
involving conservation educators in the process 
of field conservation. A conservation project is 
more likely to be successful and sustainable when 
conservation education is a major component. Local 
communities will persist long after we educators 

have left, and they will be the ones to determine the 
long-term success of conservation efforts. As the 
paper discusses, zoo and aquarium educators are 
particularly well positioned to address the human 
dimensions of conservation projects. Conservation 
educators can help ensure the support of locals, help 
increase their involvement in the project, refine our 
conservation strategies by integrating traditional 
knowledge and practices, and make the project more 
appropriate to the area and for the local culture. This 
white paper is being revised for wider distribution 
and will serve to focus the CBCE efforts within the 
CEC.

News from the Conservation Education Committee

Julie Dieter, Executive Assistant at the Phoenix Zoo 
and CEC newsletter editor extraordinaire, is retiring!  
Julie has been instrumental to the success of the 
CEC newsletter. Her attention to detail and ability 
to work magic with words has made a well-polished 
and easy to read professional publication. 

Volunteering to create a publication of this 
magnitude four times a year is no small task.  Julie 
was always willing to work with crazy deadlines and 
ever changing challenges. It was a great pleasure 
to work with her all these years.   We will miss her 
dearly, but we all know that the Phoenix Zoo will 
continue to benefit from having this wonderful 
person involved in their volunteer program.

Best wishes for your new adventures Julie!

Saying Goodbye to Julie…


